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Abstract—Transportation is extremely important in society's day-to-day 
operations. A major portion of the working class in most cities go to work and 
school regularly. Commuting can be used for a variety of reasons, including 
relaxation, dining out, and other activities. Land transportation, which includes 
the use of both individual and commercial cars, is the most frequent mode of 
transportation in North Cyprus, particularly in emerging cities... Commercial 
transportation, on the other hand, has a significant cost benefit over having a 
personal vehicle. Taxis are becoming increasingly popular, particularly in the 
cities of Nicosia, Famagusta, and Karenina. Before, the institutions providing 
such services were unable to reach as many people as they would have liked, 
particularly in rural areas. Given the widespread use of smartphones in this area, 
there is an urgency to reach more customers while taking care of the existing 
ones. Some businesses in North Cyprus have implemented mobile applications 
to be used by their consumers, but North Cab Taxi is still a work in progress. 
Instead, the company uses a Web-based cab reservation system. North Cab has 
realized the necessity for a smartphone version of its cab booking service for it 
to keep a competitive step above its competition. 

Keywords—android system, web server, mobile development, transportation 
problems, save time 

1 Introduction 

Transportation plays a vital role in the day-to-day activities of society. In most 
communities, a large fraction of the working population commutes to work and study 
daily [1-5]. Commuting May not only be for business purposes but also for relaxation, 
shopping, and other social activities. Of all the means of transportation, land transport, 
comprising of the use of vehicles – both private and commercial [6-10]. 

A key advantage of commercial transportation over owning a personal vehicle is that 
it is less expensive [11-15]. Taxi services are becoming prominent. Before this time, 
the companies offering these services have not been able to reach out to as many people 
as they would have desired especially in remote locations. However, given the 
widespread adoption of mobile devices (particularly smartphones) in this region, there 
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is a pressing need to reach out to more customers and also better cater to existing ones 
[16-20].  

Some of the companies have already deployed mobile applications to better serve 
their customers. But some companies are yet to successfully deploy a mobile app to 
support their services. Instead, the company relies on its Web-based taxi booking 
system. To maintain a competitive edge with their competitors, Some Companies have 
recognized the need for a mobile version of their taxi booking service [21-24]. 

The goal of this research is the creation of a smartphone application for the 
Development of an Android-based mobile app for solving the problems of 
transportation. 

2 Building the application 

This section presents the process of building the proposed technology. The details 
are outlined in the ensuing steps. 

→ Open android studio 
→ I entered my project details & my planned domain name 
→ Then I went to console firebase.google.com to start a new project there. 
→ I chose com.rentin.northcab  
 
On the left side, select the project tab 
→ North Cab>app>src>main>java> com.rentin.northcab >mainactivity 
→ Then select the gradle tab from the right side of the android studio and wait for it 

to load.  
→ Northcab>tasks>android>signing report.  
→ Then under the command tab, copy SHA1 
 
Figure 1 exhibits the output from the codes entered up to this point. 

 
Fig. 1. Configuration of firebase 
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2.1 Adding firebase to my android application 

To add firebase to the android application, the following commands were entered. 
→ Android package name:- com.rentin.northcab 
→ optional nickname:- North Cab.  
SHA1 :- C6:FO:4F:52:54:30:D6:C3:BF:FB:39:89:51:A4:7F:B9:1A:95:79:EE 
→ Download google services json and move it to the Android Studio>Project > 

Northcab>app 
→ Go to android>gradle script>build.gradle(module app & project) 
→ Go under dependancies and create a new classpath 
→ Follow the instructions in firebase 
→ I used Northcab140C9 project  
→com.rentin.northcab 
After entering these codes, there is a need to restart the app to prevent any errors. 

Figure 2 exhibits the output after entering the commands up to this stage. 

 
Fig. 2. SDK setup of application 

2.2 User login and registration 

For login and registration, the following codes were entered.  
 

Database usage. 
→ Go to project overview 
Build > Authentication > sign-in method.  
→ I just used email and password for now. 
→ go to the Real-time Database tab  
https://north-cab-5a8aa-defant-rtdb.firebese.io.com 
→ go to Data and Click on  
north-cab- 
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default-rtdb:null 
→ Name; Users, click the '+' button to 
add one more for the Drivers.  
→ Press add with value- True 
→ Add another user as a customer and set the value to true 
→ This is to authenticate the id of the users otherwise we wouldn’t be able to know 

if they are drivers or customers. 

 
Fig. 3. Authentication and sign-in 

Now in Android Studio 
→ Switch from sign-in report to app. Then go to the main activity tab. 
→ go to activity-main.xml  
→ Scroll to the right and these tabs will appear “code” “Split” “Design”.  
Go to code and in line 2, change the constraint layout to a Linear layout. 
→ change in tools: context="com.rentin.north.cab.mainactivity" 
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After these codes were entered, the code for the main activity was set. Figure 4 

presents the output for the main activity code. 

 
Fig. 4. Setting up code in main activity 

Now switch to the "Main activity, java" and code the buttons we created in the 
activity here under the public class. 

                    private button mDriver,mCustomer;  
→ under the context view  
                   mDriver = 

(Button)findviewbyld(R.id.driver);  
                   mCustomer = 

(Button)findviewbyld(R.id.Customer);  
 
→ Under click listener 
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mDriver.setonClickListener(newView.Ch.Clicklistener) 
                  { 
                    
                  @overide 
                  public void on Clickch(View V) { 
                              Intent intent = new 

intent 
                                        

(mainActivity.this,DriverLoginActivity.class); 
                     
                  start Activity(intent); 
                  finish(); 
                  return; 

Figure 5 shows the output for setting up the driver login activity code. 

 
Fig. 5. Setting up driver login activity 

→ Scroll to left most tab and go to app>java>northcab 
Left click new activity and select an empty activity and rename the package name to 

“Driver login activity” & Click finish. 
 
*I am going to create everything first for the Driver and then transfer it to the 

customer because they are almost similar.  
→ Go to the activity_driver_login.xml tab and see the second line and change the 

layout from constraint to linear and then 
Below the tools context line, we will create two <Edittext for the email and password 
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Go to DriverLoginActivity.java 
 
Under public class…. 
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→I then made sure all the libraries from the firebase documentation are added to my 
build gradle: app tab as follows; 

Implementation platform (‘com.google.firebase:firebase-bom:26.3.0’) 
Implementation ‘com.google.firebase:firebase-auth:20.0.2’ 
Implementation ‘com.google.firebase:firebase-database:19.6.0’  
 

 
 
//The class area is empty because we did not create that class yet 

                     
                  start Activity(intent); 
                  finish(); 
                  return; 
} 

*If the is not null, the AuthStateListener is called upon when the user logs out. 
So we have to make sure that the user is logged in to move forward. 
 
→ Now we are going to create Actual Buttons for Login & Registration 
→ Go to DriverLoginActivity.java, under everything, add 
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        mRegistration.setOnClickListener(new 
View.onClickListener() { 
                    @override 
                     public void onClick(View V) { 
                                final String Email = 

mEmail .getText().toString(); 
                                final String Password = 

mPassword .getText().toString(); 
 

→ Now I am going to create a user and for that, I will use mAuth. 
→ In DriverLoginActivity.java, under final add 

mAuth.createUserwithEmailandPassword(Email,Password) 
.addonCompleteListener(DriverLoginActivity.this,new 
onCompleteListener  
<Auth Result> () { 
                 @override 
                 public void onComplete (@NonNull Task 

<Auth Result>task) { 
                            if(!task.isSuccessful()) { 
                               

Toast.makeText(DriverLoginActivity.this , “sign up error” 
, 
                               Toast. LENGTH-SHORT) 

.show(); 
} 
                            else { 

     

String user-id = mAuth.getcurrentUser().get Uid(); 
     
DatabaseReference curret-user-db = 

FirebaseDatabase.getInstance() 
.getReference() .child(“Users”) .child(“Drivers”) 

.child(user-id); 
 
Current-user-db .setValue(true); 

    
 
} 
 
→ if this is successful, the user will appear in authentication in firebase 
→ I also had to save some information in the database. I had to put the id of the 

users(Drivers) in the drivers' child in firebase 
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Figure 6 presents the output of the code for setting up the Login Credentials page in 
the Driver Section. 

 
Fig. 6. Setting up login credentials page in driver section 
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                            @override 
                           Protected void onStop() { 
                                        Super.on 

Stop(); 
                                        mAuth.remove 

AuthStateListener(FirebaseAuthListener); 
                           } 

→ Now on the left under Android>app>java>com.rentin.northcab, Create a new 
activity by right-clicking there.New>Activity>Empty Activity after we move on till the 
login and registration is complete. 

→ I named it Map Activity, for now, I will change it later 
Figure 7 presents the output for the code entered for Configuration of Map Activity.  
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Fig. 7. Configuration of map activity 

→ Now in DriverLoginActivity.java, in firebaseAuthListener in Intent line, change 
it to  

Intent intent = new Intent(DriverLoginActivity.this,MapActivity.class); 
→ Now Create another Empty Activity, this time for customers/passengers. We will 

name it CustomerLoginActivity  
→ Go to the activity customer login.xml tab and see the second line and change the 

layout from constraint to linear and then below the tool’s context line, we will create 
two <Edittext for the email and password 
 

Figure 8 presents the output for the code for Configuration of Customer Login 
Activity. 
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Fig. 8. Configuration of customer login activity 
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→ Now I am going to create a user and for that, I will use mAuth. 
→ In CustomerLoginActivity.java, under final add 
 

mAuth.createUserwithEmailandPassword(Email,Password) 
.addonCompleteListener(CustomerLoginActivity.this,new 
onCompleteListener  
<Auth Result> () { 
                 @override 
                 public void onComplete (@NonNull Task 

<Auth Result>task) { 
                            if(!task.isSuccessful()) { 
                               

Toast.makeText(CustomerLoginActivity.this , “sign up 
error” , 
                               Toast. LENGTH-SHORT) 

.show(); 
} 

                          

   else { 
     
String user-id = mAuth.getcurrentUser().get Uid(); 
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DatabaseReference curret-user-db = 
FirebaseDatabase.getInstance() 
.getReference() .child(“Users”) .child(“Customers”) 

.child(user-id); 
 
Current-user-db .setValue(true); 

    
} 
→ if this is successful, the user will appear in authentication in firebase 
→ I also had to save some information in the database. I had to put the id of the 

users(Customers) in the drivers' child in firebase  

 

mCustomer.setonClickListener(newView.Ch.Clicklistener) 
                  { 
                    
                  @overide 
                  public void on Clickch(View V) { 
                              Intent intent = new 

intent 
                                        

(mainActivity.this,CustomerLoginActivity.class); 
                     
                  start Activity(intent); 
                  finish(); 
                  return; 
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Figure 9 presents the output for the code for Setting Up Credentials for Customer 
Login Activity and Input. 

 
Fig. 9. Setting up credentials for customer login activity and input 

2.3 Compile and test 

For compilation and testing, the following codes were entered. 
→ Login as a driver using the emulator 
User: driver@driver.com 
Password: 123456 
→ Now go to Firebase and you can see in a database under drivers’ child, I got an 

id and we can see when we click the Authentication, the user that we just created got 
authenticated 

→ I still didn’t create a logout button, so I had to uninstall the app and install it again 
every time. I wanted to create a user and this time I wanted to log in as a 
Customer/Passenger  

→ Login as a customer using the emulator 
User: customer@customer.com 
Password: 123456   
 
Figure 10 presents the output for entering the code for using the Emulator to test out 

Login Page. 
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Fig. 10.  Using the emulator to test out login page 

2.4 Google Maps API setup 

The main activity here is going to be a map in which the customer can call a northcab 
and see the location of the Driver and Pickup Location and also for the driver to know 
where the pickup Location would be. For this, we need to use the Google Maps API. 

 
→ Search for Google API in google and click on the first link 
→ Go to console on the top right  
→ Empty Screen and go to notifications and we see Create Project: Northcab 
→ On the top left, we can see three parallel lines, Click and select API 

Manager>Dashboard>Enable API>Google Maps Android API>Enable>Create 
Credentials>Get your Credentials and then we can get our API key 

→ Click Done 
→ The API key will inform google that Northcab is using the maps. 
 
Figure 11 exhibits the output after entering the code for setting up the project. 
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Fig. 11.  Setting up project 

Figure 12 exhibits the output after entering the code for setting up the API key. 

 
Fig. 12.  Setting up API key 

API key 
Figure 13 presents the output after entering the code for Project Error and Traffic 

Analysis. 
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Fig. 13.  Project error and traffic analysis 

Figure 14 presents the output after entering the code for Configuration of API Key 
in Android Studio. 

API Key in Android Studio 

 
Fig. 14.  Configuration of API key in android studio 

2.5 Testing Google Maps API and user login and registration 

Figure 15 presents the output after entering the code for Testing Google Maps API 
and User Login and Registration in Emulator. 
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Fig. 15.  Testing Google Maps API and user login and registration in emulator 

2.6 Code split design 

Figure 16 presents the output after entering the code for Configuring Code, Split & 
Design. 

 
Fig. 16.  Configuring code, split & design 
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2.7 Adding buttons 

To add buttons to the application, the following codes exhibited in Figure 17 were 
entered. 

 
Fig. 17.  Adding of buttons in driver login activity 

2.8 Creating login and registration 

Figure 18 shows the output of the code for finalizing the Login/Registration Tab  

 
Fig. 18.  Finalizing login/registration tab 
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2.9 Testing 

Figure 19 is the output for the code entered for testing the app via emulator for both 
Driver/Customer. 

 
Fig. 19.  Testing the app via emulator for both driver/customer 

2.10 Gradle dependencies 

Figure 20 shows the output code for Gradle Dependancies used in Android Studio 
for Northcab. 

 
Fig. 20.  Gradle dependancies used in android studio for Northcab 
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2.11 Firebase authentication codes 

Figure 21 exhibits the output for firebase Authentication codes used in NorthCab. 

 
Fig. 21.  Firebase authentication codes used in NorthCab 

2.12 Some errors faced in building the app 

Figure 22 shows the errors faced in the development of the NorthCab application. 

 
Fig. 22.  Some of the errors we faced in the development of NorthCab 
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3 Conclusion 

This study showed the process of designing and developing a mobile application to 
ensure that the possible deployment of this system is progressive and that it reaches its 
maximum capabilities in the nearest future. The following will be considered in future 
work: Usability evaluation of the mobile application to elicit feedback from users that 
will help to further improve the quality of the mobile application. 

The capabilities of the system will be extended by incorporating a payment module 
into the app to cater to users who prefer to use cards for transactions, all of these efforts 
will be geared towards developing the application. 
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